ABSTRACT
application, a convenient approach is to design a parallel algorithm explicitly [1] [2] [3] . However, algorithmic restructuring for existing sequential applications is an on trivial manual effort. Automated parallelization techniques often rely on parallelizing compilers and runtime information. For example, auto-parallelizing compiler Parafrase-2 [4] detects and exploits implicit parallelism using a symbolic analysis framework [5] . Autoparallelizing compilers typically use heuristics [6] and profiler feedback to analyze and parallelize code by the resolution of dependences by squashing and rerunning some of parallel tasks. This is a best effort approach that exploit parallelism if possible, otherwise code is run sequentially. In non-speculative parallelization paradigms, dependences are analyzed first and code is usually transformed to expose hidden parallelism. Parallel tasks are synchronized properly to preserve sequential semantic, and avoid dead/live locks and data races.
However, both cases have their own challenges.
JIT systems are typically used to facilitate dynamic compilation of binary code during execution [19] [20] [21] . In case of Java, inefficiency of interpreted Java code stimulated the renaissance of JIT technologies [19] . Java Typically, majority of computer applications spend large amount of their runtime in the hotspots [22] [23] . We observed that compute intensive hotspots have huge parallelization potential [22] . This work focus on a single goal: achieve whatever parallelism can be realized from Overall methodology is proposed in Section 4.
Parallelization steps and implementation details are given in Section 5. Case studies and results are discussed in Section 6. Paper is concluded in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
Bytecode level parallelization has been tried since the inception of Java language [18] . However, due to lack of instrumentation and on-the-fly class modification APIs, the effort relied on static modifications of single class at a time without considering profiler feedback. Now-adays, JIT parallelization is being revisited, thanks to the proliferation of multicore/manycore systems and advancements in virtualization technologies [25] [26] [27] [28] 30 ].
Österlund and Löwe exploit JVM's garbage collector to support JIT parallelization [26] [27] [28] . A merger of DBP (Dynamic Binary Parallelization) and TLS is presented to emphasize the limitations of DBP and difficulties involved in JIT parallelization [29] . Leung 
Percentage Contribution Threshold
T PC (Percentage contribution threshold) is the part of application run time (< 100%) that we want to be parallelized [22] . For example, setting T PC = 80% for an application means that we are interested in parallelizing only most time consuming methods (i.e. hotspots) that collectively consume 80% time of the application. Fig. 1 shows the effect of setting T PC = 90% for eighteen JGF application benchmarks [24] , where N h is the number of hotspots. It is obvious from Fig. 1 that majority of methods are shunt out because they collectively consume <10% time of the application. Analyzing and modifying these methods is likely to increase runtime overhead and may result in performance degradation compared to sequential code.
FIG. 1. SELECTION OF HOTSPOTS USING T PC = 90%
T PC facilitates the selection of hotspot methods. Next, we need to determine various characteristics of hotspot methods. We enumerate these characteristics in catalogs of qualitative and quantitative features of methods, as shown in Tables 1-2 , respectively.
Qualitative Features of Methods
Qualitative features are binary variables to represent different characteristics of the method. Each qualitative feature indicates the presence (or absence) of a specific characteristic of a method, as described in Table 1 . For example, LOOPY=0 means that the method does not contain loops. The idea of qualitative features is inspired by Nano-patterns that were proposed to characterize and classify Java methods [39] . Catalog of qualitative features is constructed by extended catalog of Nano-patterns from 17 to 32, and giving them compact and descriptive names.
Previously, we used qualitative features to analyze thread level speculative parallelization potential at runtime [22] .
We showed that binary features are very important decisive factors for runtime qualitative analysis of parallelization potential of methods. Qualitative features are generic in nature and could be used in any software reverse engineering and reengineering activity. We used some relevant features in this work.
Quantitative Features of Methods
Presence of a particular characteristic of method potentially necessitates the quantification of that characteristic. For example, if a method contains loops (i.e. LOOPY=1), we need to determine the number of single and nested loops. For this, we will observe the quantitative features f 37 and f 38 in Table 2 . In Table 2 
TABLE 2. QUANTITATIVE FEATURES OF METHODS

FIG. 2. WORKFLOW OF PROPOSED PARALLELIZATION METHODOLOGY
Parallelization Criteria
There are two criteria for best effort parallelization of a loop. (ii) In case of invalidation of (I) and (II), run unmodified sequential application.
Criterion
Loop Profiling
Loop profiling is used to determine the features like 
(a) TRANSFORM_INTERNAL() METHOD OF JGF FFT BENCHMARK (b) RUNITERS() METHOD OF JGF MOLDYN BENCHMARK. A LOOP FOREST IS IN (c) MATGEN() METHOD OF LUFACT BENCHMARK FIG.. 3. LOOP TREES IN
Vector is a list of indices of all loops in loop nest and
Stride-Vector is a list of step sizes of all loop in loop nest.
Generally, a loop forest containing single and/or multinode tree(s), is constructed against each hotspot.
Algorithm for Identification of Single Loops
Single loop detection algorithm is shown in Table 3 
Algorithm for Loop Forest Construction
Once we get a list of single loops L loop -using the algorithm shown in Figure 4 , we can determine nested loops by using algorithm shown in Table 4 . Considering each single loop l s ∈L loop as a node, loop tree T l is constructed against each nested loop and added to a loop forest F l . Depending upon the availability of loops, F l could possibly be (1) empty (2) containing single-node tree(s) only (3) containing multinode tree(s), or (4) containing a mixture of single-node and multi-node trees. At start the loop forest F l is empty and a tree T l is constructed using the first loop of L loop as root node. Subsequent loops from L loop are either added to an existing tree or cause the generation of new tree(s). An existing tree is re-adjusted if an outer loop comes after some inner loop(s) so that outer most loop is always the root node.
Loop Classification
Using feature f 37 
Recognition of Instructions Patterns
Compilers typically generate an instruction pattern against each source code statement. Java source compiler generates a stream of bytecode instructions which is interpreted by JVM. We recognize bytecode instruction patterns to distinguish memory accesses. The idea starts with the preparation of a catalog of ISA-specific fundamental instruction patterns. Each fundamental pattern consists of at least two instructions in a specific order and performs a smallest indivisible source level task e.g. "variable initialization". Some instructions like INC or LV (Table 5) could independently perform an indivisible source level task e.g. "j++;". We enumerate such instructions as independent instructions. A pattern is an arrangement of two or more independent instructions. Figure 6 shows an inner loop from SORrun(…) method of JGF SOR benchmark [24] , to elaborate instruction pattern recognition.
Source code and bytecode of the loop is shown in Fig. 4 
TABLE 5. INTERMEDIATE REPRESENTATION OF BYTECODE INSTRUCTIONS
fundamental patterns and its children composite patterns (Table 6 ). The root of the tree represents top level composite pattern that is entire bytecode region shown in Fig. 4(b) .
FIG. 4(a). SOURCE CODE OF A LOOP TAKEN FROM SORRUN(…) METHOD OF JGF SOR BENCHMARK FIG. 4(b.) BYTECODE AND ITS IR TUPLES
Inter-Iteration Data Dependence
DOALL loops could be identified by making sure that loop iterations either does not contain any instruction patterns corresponding to memory access or they access independent memory locations. We need to identify instruction patterns that are used to read/write local variables, arrays elements and class members (i.e. fields) of both primitive and userdefined types. If a loop does not contain any instruction (Fig. 4(b) ). Table 7 shows the types and compiler-assigned indices of variables used by bytecode instructions. For example, loop index j is indexed at 17 and could be determined from IINC instruction. In Table 6 , we can see that only one write operation, represented by P 60 , is and P 04 at line 23-28, respectively. Hence, the loop in Figure   6 is not DOALL so could not be parallelized without resolving dependences.
TABLE 6. INSTRUCTION PATTERNS IN EXAMPLE LOOP.
Just-in-Time Compilation-Inspired Methodology for Parallelization of Compute Intensive Java Code
Mehran
Threading Framework
A threading mechanism is required by JIT compiler to modify selected loops for parallelization execution. We designed a Java threading framework to be generated directly in bytecode according to the characteristics of
TABLE 7. VARIABLES USED IN EXAMPLE LOOP
FIG. 5. PARSE TREE OF EXAMPLE LOOP'S BYTECODE IN TERMS OF INSTRUCTION PATTERN IDS, PATTERN COMPONENT IDS AND INDEPENDENT INSTRUCTIONS
workload. We adapted the idea of source code level JAVAR framework [40] . 
Motivational Example
To demonstrate the step-by-step working of proposed relevant portion of application call graph shown in Fig. 7 .
FIG. 6. CLASS DIAGRAM SHOWING THE ASSOCIATION OF THREADING FRAMEWORK CLASSES WITH THE CLASS CONTAINING HOTSPOT METHOD
Just-in-Time
It shows that Do()method calls TrapezoidIntegrate() and TrapezoidIntegrate() calls thefunction(). In Table 9 , qualitative features show that Do() method is (1) 
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Implementation details include the steps taken to parallelize a candidate loop and a short note on proof of concept. All modifications are done on bytecode, as elaborated in section 4.
Parallelization Steps
Modifications steps are explained here in terms of Java source code. Bytecode level implementations details are given in section 5.2.
Loop Extraction:
The loop is shown at line 7-10 of Besides loop index i, one local variable omega is defined 
TABLE 8. FEATURES OF POTENTIAL HOTSPOTS IN JGF SERIES
FIG. 7. RELEVANT PORTION OF CALL GRAPH OF SERIES BENCHMARK. IT SHOWS THAT TRAPEZOIDINTEGRATE() CALLS THEFUNCTION() AND ITSELF CALLED BY DO(). INTER-PROCEDURAL RELATIONSHIPS ARE PRESENTED USING BAR-TAB "|===" E.G. JGFKERNEL() IS IMMEDIATE PARENT OF DO() BUT SIBLING OF JGFVALIDATE()
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Declaration of Run ijk () Method:
A method run ijk is declared in the class of Do() method, as shown in Fig.   8(b) , where a, b, c are <start, end, step> tuple for a worker thread. We cannot define run ijk yet because <start, end, step> is calculated in dynamically generated partitionLoop() method of Worker ijk class. We just declare run ijk here so that a call in Worker ijk could not pop error.
Generation of Worker ijk and Manager ijk Classes:
Next step is to generate and load Worker ijk and Manager ijk classes. We observed that all classes have to be loaded by the same class loader as that of the application. Against the source code shown in Fig. 8(c-d) , bytecode is generated using ASM [41] .
Definition of Run ijk () Method:
Due to cyclic dependency shown in Fig. 6 , we define run ijk () after code generation for Worker ijk and Manager ijk classes. 
Proof of Concept
As a proof of concept, we implemented a research prototype by extending SeekBin [22] . 
CASE STUDIES
Data is collected by profiling and parsing eighteen benchmark applications [24] to analyze their parallelization potential. Data is analyzed for code comprehension regarding exploitable parallelism.
Code Comprehension
The purpose of code comprehension is twofold: first, we want to explore the parallelization potential of the application at hand. To avoid additional runtime overhead, it is crucial to estimate the feasibility of applying proposed methodology. We also need to decide the locality and extent of transformations needed as we want to transform bare minimum amount of most promising code. Table 10 represents Cache 2x(2x6 ) = 24 MB and 8 GB DRAM. In order to assess the scalability, data is organized in two sets; long running and short running applications, as shown in Fig.   9 (a-b). and Method is not quite significant on an 8-core system, the point is that changes are not permanent. In case of unsatisfactory speedup, we can restore to sequential execution anytime because transformations are applied at runtime and code on disk is intact.
Long Running JGF Benchmarks
Short Running JGF Benchmarks
Short running benchmarks that showed speedup are Crypt, LUFact, SparseMatMult and Cast, as shown in Fig. 9(b) . In Crypt, out of 30 methods, only one method cipher_idea() consumes 90% time when called twice in the application, as shown in Table 10 . In cipher_idea(), there is no single loop and one 2-level nested loop. Nested loop is DOALL and its outer loop is parallelized.
Crypt demonstrated a speedup of 5.8x and perfectly scale with the increasing number of threads, as shown in parallelized to achieve a speedup of 1.2x on 8-core system.
On the same system, the speedup is not encouraging as compared to 4x speedup of HP JGF LUFact, as shown in Fig. 10(a) . Looking at the code of HP version, we observed that this version achieved speedup by using barrier construct at four locations to synchronize the threads. observed the scalability shown in Fig. 9(b) , with a speedup of 1.4x. Running HP version on the same system, we observed a speedup of 4.1x. Scalability comparison of both versions is given in Fig. 10 
CONCLUSIONS
This work emphasizes that best effort JIT compiler inspired parallelization has great potential of parallelizing executable code at runtime. Loops in compute-intensive applications exhibit greater parallelization potential, which makes it a worthwhile option. Although it may not be able to parallelize each and every application, it is plausible to exploit parallelism without programmer intervention. Best effort exploits parallelism wherever possible and there is no harm because transformations are not made permanent.
In case of failure, sequential execution could be restored. techniques for different parts of application code at runtime to achieve optimal performance with no user input.
FUTURE WORK
This work proposes a best effort parallelization methodology that could be used within the front end of JIT (i.e. dynamic) compiler. Integration of this methodology in an actual dynamic compiler is the obvious next step. We have designed a development project to integrate this methodology in an open source JIT compiler.
